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New report out now! Who Owns the World’s Land? The Second Edition







Out now! A new report looking at youth leadership in Asia
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Rights-Based Conservation: The path to preserving Earth’s biological and cultural diversity?
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This report is informed by the imperative to prevent the collapse of biodiversity while respecting the tenure and human rights of Indigenous Peoples (IPs), local communities (LCs), and Afrodescendant Peoples (ADPs). It seeks to highlight the risks and opportunities for IPs, LCs, and ADPs arising out of the proposed expansion of conservation areas by asking the following questions:

	How many people live within important biodiversity conservation areas (see table of key terms), including existing protected areas that could be affected by future conservation action required to meet biodiversity protection imperatives?
	What is the distribution of people living in important biodiversity conservation areas

according to income status of countries?
	As a notional exercise, what could be the potential financial cost of exclusionary conservation practices applied to all high biodiversity value terrestrial areas?
	What are the costs and benefits of community rights-based conservation as an alternate pathway for expansion of areas under conservation to meet biodiversity goals?
	To what extent would recognizing and enforcing the collective tenure rights of IPs, LCs, and ADPs contribute towards area-based targets for conservation?


Related materials:

	Executive summary
	Press room




https://doi.org/10.53892/ZIKJ2998
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 In the United States: 2445 M Street, NW, Suite 520, Washington, DC 20037

+1 202 470 3900 [email protected]



In Canada: 401-417 Rue Saint-Pierre, Montréal, QC H2Y 2M4








I’d like to receive news about: Community land rights in general | Latest blog posts from RRI | Gender justice in land and forests | Mobilizations and urgent action alerts


 



 

















 
